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PCs and Accessories

Monitors and Displays
This issue includes just a small selection of the wide range
of products and solutions at Business Direct.
We offer a full spectrum of IT products, services and
solutions. From desktop PCs, 2-in-1s and tablets, to
networking and infrastructure solutions; we’ve got it
covered. But we don’t just supply hardware. If you
need a bespoke configuration, installation, or on-going
support then we can help. We’re focused on working with
businesses and organisations of all shapes and sizes to
provide IT solutions that fit the needs of your people and
your budget.

Experienced IT Specialists
are just a phone call away
If you’d like to further explore the topics featured
inside TechGuide or want to discuss any aspect of your
IT infrastructure and upcoming projects, then get in
touch with our dedicated team of friendly IT Specialists.
Drawing on a wealth of knowledge and experience,
they’re ready to chat about your needs and can offer free,
no obligation advice.

0870 429 3090

Storage

An impressive
portfolio built with our
customers in mind
At Business Direct we have a huge range of over
35,000 IT products from all the world’s leading
brands. We have strong strategic relationships
with the world’s best vendors, backed by technical
accreditations and prestigious partner statuses –
you can trust us for the right advice.
Our extensive range covers networking,
components, servers, storage, laptops, PCs,
tablets, printers & consumables, AV (Audio Visual)
solutions, software, headsets, smartphones, and
complete infrastructure solutions. However, we
don’t just sell IT hardware. We can deploy, install,
manage and control devices as well.
For more information about our services portfolio
take a look at the back page for a summary.

Software

Printers and Scanners

Networking

Unified
Communications

Other products
and services

Things you need to know: All prices are indicative guide prices only and are valid until 30/09/18, after this date prices may fluctuate without notice. Please
see www.bt.com/businessdirect for the latest prices. If you do not use the advertised URL or search codes, you may find prices are more expensive than those
advertised. All offers are while stocks last unless otherwise indicated. All prices exclude carriage. All prices are exclusive of VAT and are for businesses only. A full
copy of our conditions of sale are available on request or can be downloaded from www.bt.com/businessdirect/conditions. Calls may be monitored to ensure levels
of service for training purposes. Calls cost 13p per minute from a BT landline. Charges from other networks and mobiles may vary. Errors and omissions excepted.
Nothing in this publication forms part of any contract. BT plc, registered in England number 01800000. Registered Office: 81 Newgate Street, London, EC1A
7AJ. Office Address: Alpha Beta House, Enterprise Park, Horwich, Bolton, BL6 6PE.

Microsoft Surface Pro LTE
Exceptional power and performance

This ultra-light and versatile device gives you the best of both
worlds, whether in tablet or laptop mode. The Surface Pro LTE has a
4G wireless broadband signal that keeps you connected at all times,
so when you’re on the go you can stay on top of your work1. Running
all your favourite windows programs and lots more, this device helps
bring your ideas to life.

PCs and
Accessories

1. To use the LTE capabilities you must purchase a Nano SIM card. Sold separately.

The way we work
is changing.

Intel®
Core™ i5

256GB
SSD

Other specifications are available
Guide price

£1132

C2G Mini Adapter & Converter
This all-in-one converter is perfect for utilising assorted displays with
varying inputs from different devices. Be prepared for anything with this
ultra-compact design that uses Mini DisplayPort to HDMI, VGA, and DVI.

As the world of work changes, our
devices and tech need to change too.
Modern workers want to work flexibly,
anytime, anywhere. And that means
equipping them with devices that offer
features and capabilities to support true
mobility. From thin and light devices
with all-day battery life, to easy-to-use
docking stations, make sure your people
have all the right technology to be
productive wherever they may be.

8GB
RAM

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
D8KSTG00

Guide price

£28

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
D0DTTG00

StarTech.com Universal
Docking Station
The perfect dock
Your unique workstation requirements demand
versatility and flexibility. Whatever your needs, the
StarTech.com Universal Dock is a fantastic way to
enhance your device’s capabilities. The perfect solution
for a hot desk office with a workforce constantly on the
move, your people can simply plug in their device and
have a full workstation at their fingertips.

Gigabit
Ethernet

To see our full range of PCs and accessories visit: bt.com/techguide/pcsandaccessories

DVI, HDMI
USB 3.0

Crosscompatible

Guide price

£103
4
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Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
8G4TTG00
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Lenovo ThinkPad E580

Dell Latitude 5590

Ready for business

Keeps up with you and your work

The Lenovo ThinkPad E580 is here to maximise the
productivity of your workforce whilst making sure you get
the best from your device. With essential power from an
Intel® Core™ processor and plenty of necessary security
features including a fingerprint scanner for sign in, this
device gives your business what it needs to get ahead.

Intel®
Core™ i5

8GB
RAM

You need a device that’s going to give you the performance that
you need every day. The Latitude 5590 is a versatile laptop with
lots of features to keep you efficient and productive. Log in with
ease every time with facial recognition using Windows Hello and
keep your sensitive data and files protected from threats with
Dell™ ControlVault 2™.

256GB
SSD

Intel®
Core™ i5

Other specifications are available

Ex VAT

500GB
HDD

Other specifications are available

Guide price

£567

4GB
RAM

Guide price

£562

Quicklinx
DJS0TG00

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DC7JTG00

Samsung Galaxy
HP ProBook 450

Galaxy S9

Galaxy A8

The Phone. Reimagined.

Expand your view

Keep your business on the right track

Reimagine your work day with a smartphone
that’s as agile as modern business. The Samsung
Galaxy S9 has an immersive HD+ infinity display
that’s perfect for presenting to clients on the
go. Use it like a desktop PC with Samsung DeX,
which allows you to plug in a mouse, keyboard
and monitor.

Built for productivity, the HP ProBook 450 delivers the
performance and security features essential for today’s
workforce. The sleek and tough design provides professionals
a flexible platform to stay productive in or out of the office.
Let nothing get in your way with powerful processing and a
stylish design from the HP ProBook.

Intel®
Core™ i5

8GB
RAM

256GB
SSD

Other specifications are available
Guide price

£610
6

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DC5BTG00

bt.com/techguide

Plus, with Bixby personal assistant, you can
manage your day better and will always be able
to perform at your best.
5.8” Quad
HD + Super
AMOLED

Android
8.0
(Oreo)

Edge
Screen

The Samsung Galaxy S9 or A8 have the plus size
version available. Both models are available in a
range of colours and memory sizes.

Guide price

£533

5.6” FHD
+ Super
AMOLED

Android
7.1.1
(Nougat)

Dual
Camera

Guide price
Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DDCTTG00

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090

£375

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DK8JTG00
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1. Laptop not included with the purchase of AOC I1601FWUX
LED Portable Monitor. This monitor can be connected to another
device using USB Type-C connection cable

AOC I1601FWUX
LED Portable Monitor

Monitors and
Displays

Productivity wherever you go
AOC’s portable monitor gives you the ability to
add screen real-estate wherever and whenever.
Just connect up to your device and you can
increase your productivity. Weighing just 800g
and only 8.5mm thick it can easily be added to
a notebook bag to be brought out whenever
needed. The USB Type-C cable is all you need,
this technology carries both the power and the
display signal through a single cable.

15.6”
Display

1920 x
1080 RES

USB
Type-C

£134

Ex VAT

C2G 3M High Speed HDMI® Cable with Ethernet
This cable is perfect for AV applications requiring high-speed HDMI features
and video resolution up to 4k. The Ethernet capabilities allow a user to connect
multiple Ethernet enabled HDMI devices through a single connection.

Give your people the
best tools for the job.

Quicklinx
DLGKTG00

Guide price

£8

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
801LTG00

Take your meeting to the next level
Samsung Flip allows you to create a collaborative meeting
space wherever you are. With this innovative device business
meetings can take place anywhere, anytime, giving your team
the ability to work smarter, faster and more efficiently. The
interactive display gives note-taking, presenting and sharing
ideas a whole new meaning with the versatile pivot mode
and interactive features. The InGlass technology ensures
real-time feedback without delay allowing up to four people to
simultaneously write and contribute.2

To see our full range of displays and monitors visit: bt.com/techguide/monitorsandisplays

Diagonal
size 55”

3840 x
2160 RES

Edge
LED

Guide price

£1950
bt.com/techguide

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DCQFTG00

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090

2. The price displayed does not include Samsung Flip portable flat-panel. The stand
is sold separately. To order the stand, use QL:DCQGTG00

Samsung FLIP

Make sure you enjoy sharper images and
high performing technology every day
with the monitors you chose. Whether
it’s a large format display for a seamless
meeting or a small portable monitor
for on-the-go, there’s a device to suit
every need. From standard-mid range
monitors to high-quality 4K solutions
there’s something for everyone no
matter the industry.

8

Guide price
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Kingston UV500 SSD
Improve your efficiency with Kingston SSD
The UV500 family of solid-state drives can improve the responsiveness
of your systems dramatically. Faster than a traditional hard drive the
UV500 has incredible boot, load and transfer times giving your business
better performance, ultra-responsive multi-tasking and overall a quick
and more efficient system.
120GB
SDD

2.5”
form factor

6gp/s

Guide price

£27

Quicklinx

Ex VAT DLT9TG00

For larger storage options, visit – bt.com/techguide/UV500

Buffalo TeraStation 1200

Storage

Big features in a small package
The TeraStation 1200 is a two bay storage solution perfect for small to
medium businesses. With an available capacity up to 8TB you can be
sure that your office will be running smoothly at all times. Buffalo’s high
performance hardware and architecture deliver a hassle free cost-effective
solution for your business.

There’s nothing worse
than losing valuable data.

Marvell
ARMADA
370 CPU

The storage capability and capacity of a
business can make a vast difference in how
things are run. By updating your storage
and using efficient methods and systems
to back up your data you can protect your
business from disaster.

Up to 8TB
supported

2 bays

Guide price

£172

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DLT9TG00

For larger Storage options, visit – bt.com/techguide/TS1200

Crucial Server RAM

Whether it’s a small office with a few PCs
to back up or a large corporation, there’s a
storage solution for you.

Get more out of your IT budget
At a fraction of the cost of new servers, Crucial RDIMMs allow you to extend the life
and performance of your existing infrastructure and get more out of the rack space
you already have. Even if you need to replace existing deployments, you can still save
by buying servers with the least amount of preinstalled memory, then maximizing the
installed memory capacity with Crucial RDIMMs.

To chat about your specific needs, call our
IT specialists today on:

To see our full Storage range visit: bt.com/techguide/storage

0870 429 3090

10
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Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090
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Effortlessly run your
office with Office 365
Work anywhere, anytime, on any device. Office 365 is ready when you are.
Mobility
Whether you’re working in the office or always on the go
make sure you can stay productive at all times. With all
the tools for the professional you can easily collaborate
and connect with colleagues, and customers.
With the flexibility to access Office applications across
multiple devices and the convenience of OneDrive online
file storage, your business won’t ever miss a beat.

Software

Collaboration
Every team has its own needs. With Office
365, your team can achieve more by
working together effectively in its own
unique way.
All the familiar applications such as Word,
Excel and PowerPoint mean that you can
create and work collaboratively across
devices, platforms and teams.

Run your business
efficiently with software
tailored to your needs.
Security

Choosing the right package for your
company software is vital and with
lots of options available, it can be a
difficult task.

Office 365 takes security and compliance to the
next level by helping you control data security
and lower compliance costs and risks. People need
to collaborate and share information inside and
outside of their organisation more than ever.

From running everyday office
administration tasks to specific
functions such as finance or payroll
we’ve got you covered.

Office 365 data loss prevention helps keep
sensitive information from straying into the wrong
hands – without hindering end-user productivity.

Intelligence
With analytics and intelligence at its core,
Office 365 gives you the insights and
assistance you need to do your best work
every day.

Not sure what you need?
Talk to our knowledgeable licensing team today to discuss your
company’s requirements, whether it’s a small office refresh or a
company with multiple locations we can help you get the best
from the Office 365 package.

To see our full range of software visit: bt.com/techguide/software

0870 429 3090
12

bt.com/techguide

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090
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Printers and
Scanners

HP OfficeJet Pro 8720

Every office needs
an efficient printer.

The printer that can keep up with your business

The ability to print high-quality documents
in a fast-paced business environment
is crucial. Whether you need a fast and
reliable desktop printer for daily office use
or a top of the range multi-function printer
that can do it all we’ve got you covered.

4.3”
Display

The needs of the business will determine
the capability you require so make sure you
choose the right device for your office.

Up to
37ppm1

Wireless

1. Pages per minute

Perfect for a fast-paced office the HP OfficeJet 8720 is a printer that can keep up with
demand, making sure you can stay productive whilst producing professional–quality
prints. This multi-function printer is an essential item for every office space.

Guide price

£253

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
C4NZTG00

HP Supplies Big Deals Programme (SBD) is designed to help you become smarter and
more cost-effective when it comes to print supplies. By joining this programme you can
benefit from lots of rewards including discounts, price protection and a point of contact
for all your supplies needs.
For more information call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090 or visit bt.com/techguide/SBD

To see our full print range visit: bt.com/techguide/printandscan

C2G 2M USB 2.0 A/B Cable
This cable provides a transfer rate up to 480 Mbps depending upon
the peripheral’s USB version, and easily attaches to any USB device.
Just plug in and go with this easy to use connection cable.

14

bt.com/techguide

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090

Guide price

£4

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
63M8TG00
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HPE OfficeConnect
Access Point
An access point to get you up and running
For a solution that’s easy to set up and manage without technical
expertise, HPE’s OfficeConnect Access Point is ideal. Delivering
reliable connectivity and Gigabit speeds it’s easily able to handle
your everyday business critical applications. This affordable
access point is ideal for any small business looking for a quick and
powerful networking system.

802.11ac

Networking

5Ghz/
2.4Ghz
band

867Mbps

Guide price

£85

Networking products
and solutions from all the
world’s leading brands.

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
D0SSTG00

2M Cat6 Booted Unshielded Network Patch Cable
Ideal for fast Ethernet and Gigabit computer networks that require
bandwidth-intensive voice, data, or video distribution. Meeting all Cat6
TIA/EIA standards it reduces both impedance and structural return loss.

Guide price

£4

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
6BQ6TG00

NETGEAR M4300-28G
Managed Switch

Installing a suitable network for the needs
of your business is vital. The network
is what brings your people together
whether you’re running a company from
your garage or have offices all over the
world. At BT we have the capability to
provide a simple router or create an entire
bespoke infrastructure that’s scalable for
future growth.

Reliable and scalable switches
To see our full networking range visit: bt.com/techguide/networkingsolutions

16

bt.com/techguide

The NETGEAR M4300 is a fully managed switch that
can be built upon as your needs grow. The versatile
and seamless stacking platform means that you can
be ready for the future and add more units as you go
along giving your business a cost effective solution to
networking needs.

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090

28 ports

128 Gbps

10 Gigabit
ethernet

Guide price

£827

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
C4YLTG00
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Axis Companion Eye
Outdoor Camera

Cisco Catalyst 9300 Series Switch

Day and night surveillance
for indoors or outdoors
Protecting your business from outside threats couldn’t be easier with
AXIS Companion Eye, a surveillance camera that’s outdoor-ready
and vandal-resistant. With high-quality video in 1080p this flexible
camera can be mounted on ceilings or walls and uses IR illumination
in challenging light conditions or even total darkness.
1920 x
1080 RES

Wired

The Cisco Enterprise Network Security is an ecosystem of products that speak to one another to neutralise
any detected threat and enforce defences during an attack. Cisco’s Catalyst 9300 Series Switch is part of
that ecosystem and as their leading stackable enterprise switching platform, it’s built for security, IoT and
mobility. With Cisco’s Enterprise Network security you can have have 360-degree visibility and comprehensive
automation along with a network that’s constantly learning and adapting to your needs.

30 frames
p/s

Guide price

£239

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
D5HWTG00

Find out more about Cisco and their solutions, call our IT Specialists on 0870 429 3090 today

DrayTek Vigor 2862
Series Router
Packed with professional features
The Vigor 2862 series uses professional features
to increase security, flexibility, and functionality,
making it ideal as your standard router for almost
any scenario. Chose from 4 models in the Vigor
2862 series based upon the needs of the business.

802.1 1b

ADSL/
VDSL

60Mpbs
VPN

Guide price

£323
18

Ex VAT

Check Point
700 Appliance

Protecting networks for over 16 years, Check Point work with us at BT to offer a full portfolio of marketleading products and service solutions. The Check Point 700 Appliance family delivers enterprise-grade
security in a simple and affordable way. The complete Check Point solution protects business networks
and data from cyber-theft and with easy setup, your system can be up and running in minutes. Receiving
continuous security updates from ThreatCloudTM you can remain one step ahead of threats, protecting your
network, productivity and reputation.

Quicklinx
D6B0TG00

Call us today to discuss Check Point’s Security systems and how they can help your business.

bt.com/techguide

Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090
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Jabra Engage 75 Mono
Engineered for
powerful performance

Unified
Communications

On-ear

Mono

Wireless

Guide price

£216

A complete solution
for your business.

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DGP3TG00

1. Battery life varies
significantly with settings,
usage, and other factors.

When it comes to telephone technology it’s important
that your workforce has equipment that’s suited to
their needs. With wireless capabilities maintained
for up to 150 metres you can work away from your
desk without losing connection. Jabra Engage has an
all-day battery life1 that can keep up with your busy
schedule and the ability to connect up to 5 devices
simultaneously. It’s vital to get the best experience
when on a call. Advanced noise-cancellation
technology easily blocks out the sounds of a noisy
office and lets you enjoy clear-cut audio calls.

Logitech MeetUp
Video conferencing for every space

As technology improves, the way we work
is adapting and changing along with it.
A Unified Comms solution integrates all
levels of communication to better optimise
business processes and increase productivity.
Allow your people to connect, communicate
and collaborate and you’ll encourage a
dynamic and effective environment.

Logitech is transforming video conferencing by offering easy
and affordable ways to collaborate. The Logitech MeetUp
camera has crystal-clear audio, razor-sharp video and 120°
field-of-view making it ideal for your huddle spaces. Video
meetings just got a lot better, so make sure that your next
video conference call goes ahead without any hitches.

To see our full unified communications range visit: bt.com/techguide/UC

20
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Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090

4K
Ultra HD

120o fieldof-view

Bluetooth®
Wireless
Tech

Guide price

£731

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
CY1MTG00
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Plantronics Voyager 6200

Audio Visual (AV)

Performance, comfort and versatility

Freshen up your AV tech

With premium features and professional-grade audio,
Voyager 6200 UC is a Bluetooth® neckband headset
with earbuds that has the versatility to go beyond the
office. Connect with colleagues, avoid distractions by
listening to music or drop an earbud to tune in to the
conversation around you. Whether you’re on your PC,
tablet, mobile or other Bluetooth-enabled devices, it’s
easy to stay connected - you can count on Voyager 6200
UC for outstanding audio every time, everywhere.

• There’s nothing worse than holding a
meeting when the technology isn’t up
to scratch. Make sure you can present
without the tech getting the better
of you.
• From large format displays to
projectors and lots more, we’re sure to
have what you need.
• With a wide range of equipment from
the world’s leading brands there’s lots
to choose from.

Available in black and sand colourways, and comes
complete with a carry case and charging dock.
Guide price

£183

Ex VAT

Quicklinx
DD4CTG00

Ear-buds

Voice
activated

Wireless

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/av

Looking for a Unified
Comms solution?

Servers
Take the time to assess
the health of your servers

We can help you find what you need

• Now more than ever it’s important that
your servers are up to the task

Here at Business Direct we’ve got a team that’s
been specially trained in UC solutions and products.
They can help you, whether you need a full hygiene
refresh of your call centre headsets; updating your
staff equipment to the latest tech or simply getting
started on your UC journey. They’re knowledgeable
and can offer you lots of helpful and insightful
advice, making sure that you make the right choice.

• We offer reliable and robust server
solutions from HPE, Dell and many more.
• Our technical sales experts will define a
solution to fit the needs of your business.

To chat about your specific needs, call our
UC team today on:

Learn more - bt.com/techguide/servers

0870 429 3888
22
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Call our sales team on 0870 429 3090
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Why choose BT for IT?
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IT hardware, software
and services for
business and Public
Sector organisations

We can help you with devices,
deployment & control.
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We offer different ways to
prepare devices so they’re
ready for your people to use
straight out of the box.
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With 30+ years of IT experience, we can confidently say that we know IT. We understand
that getting hardware ready to go for users – straight from the box - can sometimes be
the hardest part of refreshing your
technology. At BT, we’ve built
up an army of highly skilled IT
dly advice to help yo
u
Frien
engineers who can provide
e the right produ
cts
choos
a range of deployment
dly
services across the
ir en
l
whole UK.
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monitoring

Personalised
etching

Pre delivery
inspection

Deliver

Deploy

Install

Maintain

Manage
& control

Talk to us today about how we can help you with your IT
requirements and explore any upcoming projects you might
have. Our friendly and experienced IT Specialists can offer you
helpful advice and solutions to help in your decision making.

Call us today on 0870 429 3090

